
MULTIPLE-ASSERTION VARIABLE-FORCE MODAL IN OLD UKRAINIAN

0. Introduction: the puzzle of the Ukrainian maty ‘have’. HAVE-verbs in many languages histor-
ically give rise to necessity modals, futurate constructions and inflectional futures (e.g., English have to
or modern Romance synthetic futures). In most Slavic languages, lexical verb HAVE experienced simi-
lar developments. In some modern languages (e.g., Polish) it functions as an obligation modal. In others
(e.g., Bulgarian) it turned into a future marker. Obligation, futurate and future-tense uses of the Slavic
HAVE often coexist at some historical stages — for example, Bulgarian, in addition to future-tense uses,
still has obligation ones.

In this landscape, the Ukrainian maty ‘have’ presents a puzzle. From Old Ukrainian (16th cent.) to
Pre-Present-Day Ukrainian (ca. middle of the 20th century), maty not only had the expected obligation
and futurate uses, but also a stable use as a... possibility modal. This paper has three aims. (i) Empir-
ically, I show that Ukrainian maty indeed had this third use (proposed for Old Ukrainian in historical
dictionaries, but not for Pre-Present-Day Ukrainian). (ii) Theoretically, I observe a special feature of
the contexts where we find maty in Old Ukrainian, and propose a new typological type of variable-force
modal analysis for the modal that explains its peculiar distribution. The crucial semantic feature of the
proposed analysis is a double-assertion convention, to be explained below. (iii) I apply agent-based
modelling to show that a system with the double-assertion convention is expected to be very hard to
establish, but easy to maintain once it is in place. This explains why the Ukrainian pattern of possibility-
necessity-futurate ambiguity is so unusual typologically, but at the same time was stable in Ukrainian
itself for many centuries.

1. maty in Old and Pre-Modern Ukrainian: �, and futurate, and ♦. Ukrainian modal maty
descends from lexical verb with meaning ‘have’. Like in most other Slavic, Ukrainian HAVE gave rise
to obligation (�) and futurate (F) uses. What makes Ukrainian maty special typologically is that in
addition to � and F , it could also have possibility (♦) readings. One of the examples of this is in 1.1 The
meanings of � and F in OldUkr are illustrated in 2 and 3. In the late 19th-century literary Ukrainian,
all three meanings are still present. But a change occurs in the middle of the 20th century: at that time a
parallel Ukrainian-Russian corpus stops to give possibility parallels for maty.2

(1) Peresopnytsjke Gospel (1556-1561), Matthew 9:15:
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‘Is it really permissible to mourn for those festing at a marriage while the bridegroom is with them?’

Greek Gospel: δ ύνανται ‘be able, can’
Parallels to maty in 1: Old Bulgarian Gospel (Codex Marianus): mogǫt@ ‘can’

Peresopnytsjke Gospel, analogous passage Mark 2:19: mogut ‘can’

(2) Lutsk Castle Book, manuscript page 12 verso, year 1560:
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‘(He says:) he leased a tavern from me ... and had to give me ten lithuanian coins each quarter of the
year.’

11 is chosen as a particularly convincing for the ♦ meaning of maty. Gospel translations within the Slavic area were not
made in isolation, but were heavily influenced by each other. For the passage in 1, a regular ♦ modal is used not only in Old
Church Slavonic translations, but also in Dresden and Olomouc Old Czech Gospels, and Curzon and Makarius 1512 Middle
Bulgarian ones. Given the general tendency to preserve the features or earlier translations, it is unimaginable that the OldUkr
translator would use a word without the ♦ meaning in a passage they knew to contain a ♦ in every Slavic translation they were
acquainted with.

2Data for the 16th cent. are the first 50 folios of the Lutsk Castle Book, and the complete Matthew from Peresopnytsjke
Gospels. The rest of the two books, the First Lithuanian Statute (1527) and Volynj legal acts from 1560-s were consulted
selectively. For the 19th century, exhaustively examined material includes Kobyljansjka’s Tsarivna and Lesja Ukrajinka’s
letters 1876-1897. 20th-century material was studied using the parallel Ukrainian-Russian corpus at http://ruscorpora.ru.
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‘The said deadline will fall onto Monday May 22 of the current 61 year.’ (Lutsk page 81)

2. maty and “double meaning” contexts. Both the emergence of the ♦ meanings, without parallel
for cognate words in other Slavic, and its persistence through about five centuries need an explana-
tion. Maintaining ♦-� ambiguity in the general case should not be easy: such ambiguity for must and
its Germanic cognates was eliminated relatively fast, Yanovich (2013). On the basis of primary evi-
dence, I argue that the crucial feature that made 3-way-ambiguous maty stable was its affinity to “double
meaning” contexts. Most, if not all, instances of maty occur where two of its three meanings can be
reasonably asserted. In 4 (examples 4-6 are actual 16th-cent. examples rendered here in pseudo-Old-
Ukrainian), payments are an obligation, and they also will be made in a (normal) future. In 5, Vartik
can be said to be permitted to sue — but also to definitely sue in the future if an injustice is done. In
6, we illustrate the trivial synonymy of �¬ with ¬♦, so the two possible meanings are associated with
different underlying syntactic structures (�-maty always scopes over negation).

(4) �+F: “then that side loses its claim, and maty pay the costs and damages” (Lu 29v)

(5) ♦+F: “if Vartik receives any injustice from them, he maty call them into court” (Lu 68v)

(6) �+♦: “she gave that property to me and as of now maty-not challenge my rights” (Lu 23v)

While any modal can sometimes be used in “double” contexts, 16th-century maty almost exclusively
appears in such. I propose that it was conventionally marked for “double meaning” use. This can be
stated in the formal framework by von Fintel and Gillies (2011), developed for a completely different
purpose. vF&G argue that certain ambiguous expressions may put into play more than one possible
assertion. We add to it that certain expressions may be conventionally marked for normally putting
into play more than one. We argue that maty is such an expression, and explain its diachronic stability
through an agent-modelling argument.

3. Modelling acquisition and stability of maty. Assigning a multiple-assertion use rule to a specific
lexical expression is an unusual theoretical move. We justify it with an explicit modelling argument that
explains 1) why a Ukrainian-type system only rarely emerges (as other Slavic demonstrate), and 2) why,
once emerged, such a system tends to persist for a long time in the absence of external pressure.

Consider S(peaker) who wants to convey to H(earer) the observed state of nature nec, f ut or nec+
f ut, in a modification of Lewis’s signaling game. nec+ f ut is a special state where conveying either
nec or f ut already provides good payoff. Suppose there are three expressions in S’s language, signal
� specialized for nec, F specialized for f ut, and M (for maty) ambiguous between nec and f ut. H
does not know S’s language, and tries to recover it from observations of state-signal pairs. In a usual-
ambiguity system, the distribution of signals given states is governed by three parameters: p(M|nec),
p(M| f ut), and also p(nec|nec+ f ut), which determines how frequently nec and f ut would be chosen for
communication in state nec+ f ut. Now, if M were conventionally marked as a double-meaning, rather
than merely ambiguous, item, the distribution would be governed by four parameters, p(nec|nec+ f ut)
replaced by p(�|nec+ f ut) and p(F |nec+ f ut). I show that a double-meaning learner can easily mimick
a distribution produced by a simple-ambiguity learner, but not vice versa. This explains persistence: once
a double-meaning analysis for maty invades the speaker population, it will be easy to maintain. However,
the emergence of a double-meaning learner requires two crucial factors: (i) awareness of special double-
meaning states of nature, and (ii) a skewed observed distribution that makes a more complex 4-parameter
system preferable to the 3-parameter one. Future research should show how frequently we can expect
those two conditions to arise, but assuming their combination would be rare, we’d be able to explain the
rarity of Ukrainian-type double-meaning systems.

4. Conclusion. The unusual new semantics for maty is called for because of (1) the unusual place of
maty between the other Slavic HAVE-based modals, and (2) its empirically observed distribution, where
the modal is largely restricted to double-meaning contexts. The agent-modelling analysis demonstrates
that the proposed semantics for maty is not only learnable, but is also expected to be hard to innovate,
but easy to maintain — in agreement with the data.


